Learning curve for real-time ultrasound-guided percutaneous tracheostomy.
The objective of this study was to demonstrate and quantify the ultrasound-guided percutaneous tracheostomy (UPDT) learning curve in a single team since the first UPDT. This was a cohort of all consecutive patients undergoing UPDT in the Amiens teaching hospital surgical intensive care unit between 2010 and 2014. The learning process was evaluated according to three aspects: duration of the various steps involved in UPDT, incidence of consecutive complications, and procedure difficulty. During the study period, 85 consecutive patients underwent UPDT with no deaths. The mean total procedure time was 22 (10) minutes (range: 7 to 60). Analysis of mean cumulative UPDT procedure times showed that total UPDT time decreased to a stable duration of 25minutes after 54 procedures. Complications were observed in 24 (28%) of the 85 patients. The overall complication rate decreased to below a stable percentage of 30% after 70 procedures. The minor complication rate decreased below 25% after 64 procedures. The moderate complication rate decreased to below a stable percentage of 10% after 10 procedures. The major complication rate decreased to below a stable percentage of 5% after 20 procedures. Most complications were observed in the first 50 patients (25 [50%] versus 6 [13%], P<0.05). Our study demonstrated that UPDT is associated with a fairly long learning curve. At least 50 procedures are necessary to perform UPDT with an acceptable complication rate and procedure time.